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of mechanical mastery, the perfect power-to-weight prescription ensures the movements of the
lightweight DR-Z are completely at your mercy. Change direction at will throw it around corners
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the rating. Displacement :. Valves per cylinder:. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :.
Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US
motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check
out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Dirt-bike parts and gear available from Mega
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bikes are advertised in the future. Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes.
Before you buy this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical
specs. Look at photos. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs,
etc. Its low-fuss nature suits those who ride for pure pleasure rather than to push the limits of
speed and difficulty. The best thing about the DR-Z is its simplicity. The low seat â€” just mm
â€” is wide and soft. You can ride all day long and never suffer a numb bum. The air-cooled
engine is low fuss despite the fancy four-valve Twin-Swirl Combustion Chamber cylinder head.
Its cc donk is a gem, tough as nails. This is not a race bike, nor does it pretend to be. A sizeable
oil cooler keeps the engine happy, so it ticks away without demand. The Other changes
included Pirelli Scorpion mid-soft tyres, heavy-duty tubes and rim-locks to deal with serious
off-road riding. The electric and kick-start combination is good; tool-less air filter access is
another positive. Ground clearance, however, is limiting when it comes to clearing logs and
rocks. To complete my time with the bike, I clocked up some road kays. The DR-Z is simple and
mild-mannered. Is the little Suzi better suited to urban commuting and rounding up sheep, or is
it simply overlooked in favour of more trendy options? Does the DR-Z have any right to be out
there on the same trails as the latest and greatest? The answers in issue of ADB! This rally is a
non-competitive trail ride just 15km from Myrtleford, in the Merriang Plantation and through the
Buffalo River region of Victoria, approximately two hours from Melbourne. The course is
marked, with a 60km loop on forest roads and trails before lunch and 70km on forest roads,
single-track, big hills and twisting trails after. The day suits intermediate riders; there are a few
challenging hills and easier routes around some of the more difficult sections. You need to be
licenced and riding a registered bike â€” recreational registration is acceptable. Find out more
at Ohhh Snap! JavaScript appears to be disabled - features on this website will not function
properly. Back to Suzuki Motorcycle Index Page. Click photo to enlarge. It makes a great
desktop image. Enter the DualSport bike â€” street-legal lighting and instrumentation combined
with the lightweight agility of pure off-road machinery. Thousands of riders have either learned
to ride or rediscovered the fun of off-road riding with Suzuki DualSport bikes. Largely based on
off-road bikes, these hybrid machines come with lights, speedometers and turn signals so they
are also street-legal. Suzuki has done more to grow this market segment than any other
manufacturer. By offering a complete line of street-legal dirt bikes. By loading up these bikes

with advanced technology that was unimaginable 20 years ago, and by backing the Suzuki
DualSport Riders Club, which hosts events and sponsors rides all over the country, promoting
the safe, responsible use of off-road trails. Specifications: Overall Length: 2, mm Specifications
are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulation and legislations.
You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner
and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great
years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been
incredible but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members,
thank you so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you.
Next Suzuki VZ Marauder. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be
logged in to post a comment. Suzuki DR-Z The bikes in this shootout are not the latest and
greatest, but they are good learners' bikes, or 'step-up' bikes from something smaller to
something larger. They don't have high revving, high-risk engines, lightweight components,
razor sharp handling and seats like a plank. These bikes are of the 'old school'. They have
softish suspensions, so learners can ride them without getting beaten up, soft power, less
ground clearance but lower seat heights than their modern counterparts, electric-start and
single-cylinder air-cooled engines. You can take them on-road too because they have all the
paraphernalia required for that role - mirrors, full lighting, dual purpose rubber and all that jazz.
All three have been around since the weather so they're a known quantity. They're easy to live
with too, and although considerably heavier than the latest four-strokes, designed to get you to
the flag with the least physical and emotional stress. If you're expecting arm-stretching power
from these engines, forget it; they won't pull a sailor off your sister. They won't intimidate
anyone either, and that's a good thing when you consider who these bikes are aimed at. All are
very forgiving engines though, and the DBT crew pushed the forgiveness button all day. The
other thing we'll say is that these engines are whisper quiet. If you want to make a stealthy
getaway to the pub, your wife won't notice you've gone. And here's another thing: they might be
doughy but these s will go anywhere a modern, competition-oriented will go. Getting up a
crappy hill is usually a confrontation between rider skill and angle-of-slope, but if you know the
basics well enough, you might be left behind by a faster rider on a CRFX or a WRF, but you'll
get up the same hill nonetheless if you have dirt tyres and dirt gearing. These bikes share a
market niche, so none can afford to be slower, fatter, larger or much more expensive than any
of the others. That's why there's a certain homogeneity in the specs, sand in the retail prices.
And, by the way, when you're researching bike prices, don't take the manufacturer's
recommended retail as the last word. Many dealers have their own discounted prices and these
can be several hundred dollars under "recommended retail". In that case the price difference
between the Honda and the others could be negligible. Honda's CRFX has a three months
parts-only warranty. Whaddya think of that? The warranties on these particular four-strokes are
more generous though, because they're not hard-core dirt weapons that'll be thrashed every
weekend, or worse, raced, so there won't be as much collateral damage or as many civilian
casualties. Here's how far the respective manufacturers will open their wallets on product
support: TT-R Two year warranty, unlimited kilometres. DR-Z One year warranty, unlimited
kilometres. XRL: One year warranty, unlimited kilometres. This, in our opinion, is a mistake. As
an example, the Suzuki's battery died, and the engine twice fouled a plug during this test. Had it
not been for the kickstarter, all this bike would have done is take up space in the garage. As for
the Honda, this is not the same engine as they use in the XRR. It's a version modified for
electric-start and no back-up kickstarter is available for it. Here's our advice: if you're struggling
through the mud, the blood and the beer on dual purpose tyres, carry a tent. If you drain the
battery you'll be sleeping with the wombats. This bike has a seat height of mm but the spec
sheet says mm. We knew something was wrong when we lined them up at HQ. Lets face it,
these aren't fire trail blasters. This is how much juice they guzzled: Yamaha: From the Suzuki's
From the Honda's 9. All things being equal of course, which they never are with fuel
consumption, so you can view these figures as slightly if not totally rubbery. For our crew, who
all weigh in at 80kg and above, the Suzuki and Honda are on the soft side, a trait that our
super-novice appreciated. The Yamaha is noticeably firmer. It's still plush but the more
experienced riders prefer the Yamaha. How much adjustment? The Yamaha has 22 clicks on
compression, the Honda 20 clicks, while the techno-freak Suzuki has 24 clicks on rebound and
16 on compression. On the rear the Honda has 20 clicks of compression adjustment. We can't
tell you how much rebound adjustment it has because we can't get past the chain-guard to get
at the screw. The Yamaha had only compression adjustment on the shock, with 22 clicks from
softest to hardest. The Suzuki had a screw with two and a quarter turns from softest to hardest
for compression, and another screw with six turns from softest to hardest for rebound. Do they
work? Tottering along at steady speeds is a very comfortable affair, however the Honda shows

a nervous tendency when the going gets rough. It isn't enough to scare experienced riders but
it did worry our novice. We attempted to rectify this by stiffening the suspension but the
clickers seemed to have little effect on the fork action, and hence no effect on the nervousness.
Even with clickers dialled right up to Hard it was still a soft ride. The clickers on the Suzuki and
Yamaha produced noticeable effect. Two of our riders reckon the Yamaha is too stiff with the
clickers wound right up. Then we were actually surprised by the improvement in the Suzuki
once we got the suspension dialled in. With its low centre of gravity it was king of the flat turns.
We were also surprised at how much corner speed you could hold on the yella terra. When
things get rough the Yamaha is the best performer of the bunch. Its stiffer suspension, along
slim lines and flat seat make it the easiest to move around. The Yamaha also feels the lightest,
which makes the TT-R easier to ride 'fast' for longer. All run Nissin brakes so you'd expect them
to be similar in performance, but the Suzuki throws a spanner in the works. It's the standout of
the bunch. The front is super strong with plenty of feel, in fact it's better than many of the race
bikes we've ridden lately. The Honda and Yamaha have plenty of feel but just don't match the
Suzuki for power. Don't get us wrong, they're up to the task of hauling you to a stop, but riding
the Suzuki you realise how much better it is. The DR-Z has the best rear brake too. The Yamaha
has a nice neutral feel and in any other company we'd be telling you what a nice brake this is.
Unfortunately the Honda rear brake has little feel and locks up easily. Apart from oiling the
chain dumping the engine oil and keeping the air filter clean there isn't a lot to do. The three
have good easy access to the air filter, although it was surprising to find a paper filter on the
Honda. It's simple to maintain, sure, you merely replace it, but it does emphasise the Honda
road bias. Paper filters are bad news when riding in muddy slop. Both the Yamaha and Suzuki
come with a much more dirt appropriate foam filter. Each bike has a area in which it excels. It's
fairly obvious that the Honda is designed more for street use, and with that in mind we're giving
it the Best Commuter Award. It feels more at home on the pavement than the other two. The
Yamaha is the tallest, the slimmest, and has the firmest suspension. The Suzuki is a real
surprise packet. It isn't far behind the Yamaha in the bush, and with its torquey engine and low
seat height it's obvious that this one should get our Best Beginners' Bike Award. Going a little
further, here's the split for the other categories:. Source BikePoint. Home Manufacturer Contact.
Make Model. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Co oling System. Lubrication System. Wet
sump. S tarting. C lutch. Final Drive. Gear Ratios. Final Drive Ratio. Front Suspension. Front
Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Single disc, mm. Rear Brakes.
Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Ground Clearance. S eat Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity.
Suzuki DR-Z Bush bash Sunday, ride to work Monday - Suzuki's DR-Z is a jack-of-all-trades, and
a bit of a surprise in the bush, too A fun bike is a fun bike. A true all-rounder. As such, the bike
was in dirt-riding trim see separate panel when I picked it up from Suzuki Australia's HQ. It is
still on the 'compliant' side though - I had the damping on the slowest settings five minutes into
the ride in the bush. So while the spring and damping rates are underdone compared to an
out-and-out enduro weapon, the DR-Z's suspension is totally predictable. This means a rider
can adapt a riding style to suit - not charging over big logs or whoops for instance, but finding a
way around is a more appealing option. Ground clearance is good, though steer clear of the
deeper ruts. It took me a few minutes of pushing and pulling to retrieve the kg claimed, dry bike
from the depths of one such obstacle At a more sedate pace, the suspension is plush and
forgiving, meaning a rider out for a leisurely trail ride won't be punished, and these are the
riders the DR-Z is aimed at. The kick-starter works well, though not as well as the magic button,
which got the cc DOHC four-stroke single purring every time without fuss. Being the sneaky
bugger that I am, I didn't tell a ride companion what the little yellow button did, though he
worked it out pretty quickly. The ride position is comfortable, and I could still get well forward
whilst seated without being too compromised for room. For those riders that like to stand, a
change of bars may be required, as at cm I was forced to stoop a little when on the pegs. When
standing, the DR-Z is easy to grip with the knees despite the bike being quite slim, the extra
20mm of seat foam helping here, whilst raising the seat height by the same amount to mm. The
new The plastic tank also means a low-speed oopsie won't necessarily mean forking out big
bucks for tank repairs - a feature I certainly appreciated when a flat front tyre caught me by
surprise, and saw me lying under the bike with my knee in between the ground and tank. There
are holes for rimlocks pre-drilled in both rims, however, and I would definitely fit a set before
taking to the dirt if it were mine. The tyres themselves were Dunlop's excellent soft-terrain
knobbies, fitted especially for the dirt by Suzuki Oz. They suited the wet, muddy conditions
perfectly, and meant the conservative power output could be overcome by just keeping the
throttle open, and maximising corner speed instead. The engine itself was still in fully restricted
form, as per ADR requirements. Removing the large rubber flap in the inlet manifold would
certainly unleash more power for closed circuit use only of course! Power from a fully restricted

cc four-stroke is never going to be startling, and the ADR-complying DR-Z certainly feels short
of breath up the top end, though it meant I could just hold the throttle open and ride it. When
combined with a little imagination, this can make the pilot feel like a bit of an enduro legend.
The feeling wasn't lost on me While imitating people who have more talent than myself, I like to
have a good set of brakes on my side. The DR-Z has just that, with more than enough power
available at the front lever, and a well-modulated rear brake set-up. They combine to haul up the
DR-Z easily, although I found the rear brake pedal itself too small, meaning I missed it a couple
of times. Once things opened out a little, the Suzuki's restricted power output capped its
abilities substantially - de-restricting the engine would certainly mean the bike could hold its
head higher in this type of going. Even so, I had to keep reminding myself that this bike is
designed for road use as well, such was its competence in the bush. The brakes are still
effective on the bitumen, with the Dunlop Enduro D F front tyre chirping a protest before the
brakes have reached their full potential. The tyres do a good job of compromising mild dirt
abilities with road duties - just don't go trying to get the knee down with them. You'll probably
succeed, it's just that after you got the knee to earth, it will most likely be followed by your butt,
back, elbow etc. The well-padded seat grows teeth after half an hour or so due to being so
narrow, so only the iron-cheeked will be able to make use of this range for long periods. In
traffic is where the DR-Z excels. The seat height and upright riding position allow excellent
vision all round the mirrors are also very good , and the manoeuvrability makes traffic snarls a
doddle. If all else fails, you can always take to the median strip and roost off into the horizon.
The LED dash display is worthy of a mention, with an accurate speedo, stopwatch, two trip
meters and the ability to adjust the trip meters, in case you take a wrong turn in the bush and
need to reset to follow a map. All the switchgear works well and, once adjusted correctly, the
head
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light does a commendable job. Don't expect to carry a pillion passenger though - there are no
pegs or grabstrap on the DR-Z. For somebody looking for an economical, value-for-money
commuter which is equally at home on the dirt after a few mods, the DR-Z is worth a close look
indeed. Those who want a trailbike which will get them almost anywhere, in more comfort than a
hard-edged enduro bike, may find the DR-Z is right where they want it. Useful items such as the
plastic handguards and easily accessible air filter add to the value. Whatever the reason for
buying it, the DR-Z is one hell of a fun bike to ride, dirt or road. Source BikePoint. Home
Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Co oling System.
Lubrication System. Wet sump. S tarting. C lutch. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel
Travel. Rear Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Single disc, mm. Rear Brakes. Front
Tyre. Rear Tyre. Ground Clearance. S eat Height. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity.

